
 Carefree Altitude patio awning replaces Carefree Travel’r awning with the     
motor cover housings, which are flared out to cover the exposed roll bar. The 
Travel’r leg measured 66 ½” tall, while the Altitude measures 54”, which is less 
encroachment on the baggage doors. 

 IFS now with front air disc brakes vs. drum brakes. 

 Adjustable shelves in spice racks next to kitchen window. 

 New modern Auburn, Almond and Linen wood colors replacing Natural Cherry 

and Tuscan. The popular Stonewall Grey cabinets are still available as an        

option. 

 The cabinet doors and drawers are the latest residential design styles. 

 Tile on floor and backsplashes are modern-day with fresh colors selected for 
the solid-surface countertops, trim, wallboard and fabrics. 

 New exterior color selections with alluring design. 

 Changed to Thetford macerator toilet. (N/A on 37K floorplan)  

 ICC light flash switch now on the driver side console located in a spot for easy 

reach of the hand while motoring down the road. 

 Samsung 4K UHD Smart TV’s and sound bar with subwoofer. 

 Upgraded to JBL premium speakers added in cockpit area. 

 Exterior A/V system with Samsung 1080P HD Smart TV and JBL radio and   

speakers with Bluetooth and easy access to dash infotainment center. 

 IGO Primo navigation system with RV attribute routing and 3-year map updates 
replacing Rand McNally. This new system also eliminates the need for SD cards.  

 Relocated living area TV lift button to opposite side of coach. 
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 Improved to a much sturdier entry step. 

 Added shortcut functions to VDC control knob allowing for easier access to the 
screen display. 

 Added cabinet door hardware to medicine cabinet doors replacing the finger 
pulls. 

 Complementary dash overlay panel added to 12” digital dash. 

 Eliminated 4-way trailer connector leaving just 7-way hitch connector. 

 Transfer switch now has reverse polarity protection. 

 Satellite dish control box relocated to front overhead cabinet. 
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